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Note on Axiomatic Set Theory I.

The Independence of Zermelo's "Aussonderungsaxiom'
from Other Axioms of Set Theory

By Toshio NISHIMURA

In this paper axioms of set theory mean GδdeΓs axioms of set theory
in [2], which are modified so that the axiom C 2 postulates directly the
existence of all elements of a given set and C 3 the existence of power
set.

In what follows we prove that Zermelo's "Aussonderungsaxiom" is
independent of other axioms of set theory. A fortiori, the independence
of GodeΓs axiom C4 (FraenkeΓs " axiom of substitution"), is proved since
the axiom of substitution implies the "Aussonderungsaxiom".

The proof is carried out by constructing an inner model Λ for the
axioms A, B, C 1, C 2, C 3, D and E under the axioms A, B, C1, C 2 and
C4, which does not satisfy the "Aussonderungsaxiom". The idea appears
already in [1]. However the proof in [1] is not formal.

In § 1, we give the axioms of set theory.
In § 2, we construct an inner model Λ under the axioms A, B, C 1,

C 2 and C 4. Here we notice that the axioms do not imply the existence
of power set of any set.

In § 3, we prove some preliminary results with respect to the model
Λ.

In § 4, we prove that the model Λ satisfies the axioms A, B, C 1, 2,
3, D and E.

In §5, we prove that the model A does not satisfy the "Aus-
sonderungsaxiom ".

§ 1. The axiom system of set theory

In what follows we apply GodeΓs notations in [2] in most cases.
For logical notations we use following symbols, v (or), (and), ~ (not),
^ (implies), = (equivalence), = (identity), (3X) (there is an X), (X)
(for all X) and (31 X) (there is exactly one X). The system has three
primitive notions: class, denoted by (£I§ set, denoted by 5DΪ and the
diadic relation € between class and class, class and set, set and class, or
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set and set. Variables for classes are denoted by capital Latin letters
Ay B, X, Y etc. and those for sets by small Latin letters a, b, xy y etc.
The axioms fall into five groups A, B, C, D, E.

Group A.

1. (x) (£13 (x)

2. (*)(F)[*er.>2tt(*)]
3. (X) (Y) [(«) (u € X.=.ue Y).^>.X= Y]

4. (x)(y)(3z)(u)[uez.= : u = x.v.u=y\

Group B.

2.

3. 04) (35) («)[«€ £.=.-(» 6

4. (A) (3B) (x) lx € fl.=.(3jO «yx> 6

5. (Λ)(3β)(jf)(^)[<^>6β. = .Jfey l]

6. (A) (3B) (x) (y) [<^> 6 B.^.<yx> € A]

7. (4) (35) (ΛΓ) ( y) (z) {£xyz> € β.=.<^Λτ> 6 A]

8. (A) (35) (x) (y) (z) [_<xyz*> € B.=.<xzy> 6 4]

where <ΛΓJV> and (jxyz) mean the ordered pair of x and j and the ordered
triple of x, y and z (cf. [2], p. 4, 1. 12 and 1. 14).

Group C.

2. (*) (3jO («) [M £ j;.Ξ.(3») (M 6 0.0 e Λ;)]

3. (x) (By) (u) [u&y.=.(w) (w £u.~^>.w 6 x)~\

4. (Λ) (A) [tln(A)O (%) («) (« 6 J>.=.(3») (» 6 Λ;.

where the notions «C^> @nt(α) and lln(yl) mean "α is a proper subset
of 6", "a is empty" and "A is unique" respectively (cf. [2], p. 4, 1.2,
1. 22 and p. 5, 1. 3).

Zermelo's " Aussonderungsaxiom " is postulated as follows:

4'.

Axiom D.

where the notion @S(M, A) means "u and ^4 are exclusive" (cf. [2], p. 4,
(1.23).
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Axiom E.

(x) (~©m(*) .^>.(3y)(yex. <yx>

§2. The model Λ

In this section we construct the model Λ under the axioms A, B,
C 1, 2 and 4.

1. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

We develop the theory of ordinal numbers under the axioms A, B,
C 1, 2 and 4. (It is well known that is possible.) Ordinal numbers are
denoted by small Greek letters α, /9, γ etc. When CL and β are ordinal
numbers, cί®β and #β are the product and power in arithmetic of ordinal
numbers. The existence of these functions are easily ensured, ω is the
smallest infinite ordinal number.

We can define the function j such that the following conditions are
satisfied :

(1)

where 1, 2, and 3 are 0+ {0}y 1+ {1} and 2+ {2} respectively, and Ax B
is the direct product of A and B (cf. [2], p. 14, 4. 1).

(2) μ, ι<3 O

where S is the relation given in [2], p. 36, 9. 2, in which 9 is replaced
by 3. And A'x is the function given in [2] p. 16, 4.65.

(3) 2B(/) is an ordinal number, where 2B(./) is the set of all values
of j (cf . [2] p. 15, 4. 44).

Then it is clear that the function j is a set.
Then in the similar way as in [2] p. 36, 9. 24 we can easily give

the functions (to be a set) &0, kl and k2 which satisfy the following:
if μ, v<^4, then

= a and k2'

a = 2 ,

J'<k0'aykl

<a,k2'ay = a,

and if <9<><3 then

k 'f <μ*β> < / <μOtβ> 1=1, 2.

The existence of such functions are easily ensured.

2. First we define the function '/' by transfinite induction simul-
taneously, which is defined over ωω.
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kja = I O •/'« = {fk a, fk2'a}

kja = 0.α<ω.^>: fa = 0

kja = 0 . a ̂  ω . ̂  : /'a = ω

where {#, #} is the non-ordered pair of a and 6, and ©(<?) the sum of
all elements of a.

Now we give the model Λ. The universal class of the model A is
2B(/) which is a set denoted by vλy i.e.

<z) means that a is a set of the model Λ and is given by the formula

2»λ(α). = . Λ G f ; λ .

means that A is a class of the model A and is given by the
formula

Gλ means the G -relation in the model A and is defined by the formula

A G λ f i . = : A e B . 3

Then operations and notions can be relativized for the model A in
the similar way as in [2], p. 41 and p. 42. The relativization of an
operation A is denoted by ^4λ and that of a notion B by Bλ.

§ 3. Preliminary results

In this section we prove some lemmas with respect to the model A.

1. Following lemmas are concerning arithmetic of ordinal numbers.

1. 1. Lemma. Let η be an ordinal number such that ω^ΞLη and n such
that n<^ω. Then

(η + ΐ)z = rf 4- η 4- 1

(η 4- If = rf 4- rf + η + 1 .

And in case that ηeKE, n®η = η and in case that η = ξ + m where ξ£JKE

and m<^ω

1.2. Lemma. Let a and β be ordinal numbers such that ct,
and 9;( = may ({a, β}))Ξ>ω. // η = ξ + l and μ<^3, then
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If η is a limit number and μ<^3, then

where Sim f <2ξξy is the limit of values f <2ξξy for £« η).
ξ<r)

1.3. Lemma. Let a and β be ordinal numbers such that a,
and η( = max({aβ})):^cύ. Then

Proof. In case that */ = ω, /<^/β>^ω®34-^<(ω + i)3. If <η = ξ + l,
then by Lemma 1. 1 and Lemma 1. 2

If η is a limit ordinal number, then by Lemma 1. 1 and Lemma 1. 2

f (μαβy < Sim (f <2ξξ» + 3® η + 3m η + μ ̂  Sim ((ξ 4- 1)3)

1.4. Lemma. L^ <x and β be ordinal numbers such that oίy

n = 0, 1, 2, .-. Then j'<μf*β><ω™.

Proof. In case that n = 0, we have Lemma in the same way in [2]
p. 37, 9.26. Let ^( = Max ({of, β}))^ω and η be of the form

ωγι -f ωγ2 -j

Then 974-l^ωγι®(/4-I) and so

However ωw > γx . Hence 7j 4- -Z 4- 7ι 4- 1 4- 7ι 4- 1 <C ωW Therefore (97 + l)3<Cω&)W

and so we obtain Lemma by Lemma 1. 3, q.e.d.

2. Following lemmas are derived from the definition of the function
/ and lemmas in 1 in this section.

2.1. Lemma. α>C^y"ω.

Proof. We prove by induction. 0 =fl 0 G /" ω. We prove that n + 1
e /" ω under the assumption n£f"ω. n + 1 = n + {n} = @ ( {̂ , {»} } ). When

n=f(mf {n} =f'jί(lmmy. Hence {n, {n}} = f' j' ζlmj' ζlmmyy. Therefore
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@({»> {n}})=f'j'<2j'<lmj'<lmmyy, 0>, 'where j'<2j'<lmj'<lmm»,
by Lemma 1. 4, q.e.d.

2.2. Lemma. &oτtψ (/"<#) /or £#0ry ordinal number oί such that

is («)(

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that f'oL<^f"a for every ordinal
number <* such that a<^ωω. Let Λ be the smallest ordinal number
such that /'<* (£/"#.

When kja = 0 and <*<ω, fa = 0^f(cc. When tf^ω, /crt = ωC/"ω
by Lemma 2. 1.

In case that A?0'<* = ί, f'<*={f'kϊa9f'k2'oι}. However /'^X /€A?2*a
e/"tf from kloί> &2#<<X Hence /'<*C/"<X

Let kjcί=2. Then fa = &(fkί

€a). As ̂ a<a, fk^a^f^k^a by
the assumption of the induction. Therefore v£f'k1

<<x.'^).(3γ)(v=fίry.
7 <*!*«). Hence v=f<γζ^f"j<^f"k1

<a by the assumption of the induc-
tion. Hence fk1'a

2. 3. Lemma. (£orrφ(z;λ), ί.̂ . (M) (w 6 #λ . ̂ ) .

Proof. If u£vλy we have an ordinal number # such that #
and u=fa. From Lemma 2.2

x^vxy q.e.d.

2. 4. Lemma. {# , ft} G z;λ . = : a£vλ.b£vλ.

Proof, {α, b] 6 ̂ λ . ^> : # G z; λ . b € z;λ is followed from Lemma 2. 3.
Now let aevλ and £<G# λ i.e. a=fa, b=f'β and ά, /3<ωω. Then

v),, since j'<laβy<^ωω from Lemma 1.4, q.e.d.

2. 5. Lemma. <# #> € 0λ . ̂  : a£

This follows from Lemma 2. 4.

2. 6. Lemma.

This follows from Lemma 2. 5.

2. 7. DEFINITION. The function 0rf is defined by the following pos-
tulate. <jα> eod. = : <>y> G/. (*) [> 63; . ̂  . ̂ <^> €/] . orfCflJ.

2.8. Lemma. If x£y and x, y£vλy then o

Proof. Let a = odίx β = odiy. From Lemma 2.2
Hence <^</β, q.e.d.

2.9. Lemma. If χ£vλ, then
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Proof. If xex, then od'x^od'x by Lemma 2.8, q.e.d.

2.10. Lemma. // 2»λ(*) and 2»λ(jO, ***« {*yK={*y} ̂  <*jC>x =
>. // (El3λ(A) ααrf Kteλ(β), fA*w (Bmλ(A) = em(A), Unλ(A)=Un(A)

and ®tλ(A, B)^®γ,(A, B).

3. We can obtain the following lemmas from discussions in §5.

3.1. Lemma, fa is the form 0, {/X, — ,/' «„}, /"*> or /"ω +
ί/X' -,/'*„}.

3.2. Lemma. // fa=f"ω and /'/#C/X then f'βef'ω or
fβ=f"ω. Iff'a=f"ω+{f'a19 -,f an}, and fβ^f ct, then fβ£f"<»,
fβ=f«ω or fβ is of the form f"ω+{f<*iι9 -,faim}.

§4. In this section we prove that the model A satisfies the axiom
groups A, B, D, E and C 1, C 2 and C 3.

Group Aλ

lλ. (x) [yilx(x) ^ £ϊ3λ (χ)~\ is obtained from Lemma 2. 3.

2χ. (x) (y) [ttttx W - Kteλ(j) . ^ €λ j; : ^> . Wax)]

3λ. (Λ) (5) [eiδλ(^).ei8λ(β)O : («) (3Jίλ(W) ̂  (w G λ A=w €λβ))] O :

A = B'] is obtained from the facts that A<^vλ and ,BC^X

which are derived from &l$λ(A) and KIδλ(β).

4λ.

Proof. When x=fa and y=f'β, f?<J.aβy satisfies the formula,
q.e.d.

Group Bλ

lλ. (BA) [(EIδλ (A) . (x)

Proof. E ^λ satisfies the formula, where £ is the class by the axiom
B19 Q.e.d.

2λ. (A) (5) [eϊ§λ (A) . Kteλ (β) O . (3C) (K^λ (C) .

Proof. A β satisfies B2λ.

3λ.
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Proof. Consider vλ-A as 5, where vλ-A is the complement of A
with respect to υκ. Then υλ— A satisfies B3λ, q.e.d.

4λ. (A) [eteλ(4) . ̂  . (BB) (<EI

(3y)(5Kλ(^).<^>λ€λA))))]

Proof. This is equivalent to

o

Consider ®(A-i/*) as B. Then A vlζiυl .3>C4 »χ) Cfl λ. Therefore
<ElSχ (®(A »«)). Moreover

ΛT 6 ®( .̂̂ ) . ̂  . (3y) «^> 6 A ift

A). q.e.d.

5λ. (A) [SI§λ (A) O . (35) (eiδλ (β) . (x)

Proof. This is equivalent to

. ̂  . (35) (ei

Consider v^xA as B. Since A^vλ and t;*^ϋλ, »λx^4^fλ and so
(yλχyl). <jΛr>ez;λx A is equivalent to yevλ.x£A. Therefore if

Λθ and Ήl^y), then <^>6z;λx^4 is equivalent to x£A, q.e.d.

6λ. (A) [eiβχ(A) . ̂  . (35) (eiβλ(5) . (ΛΓ) (y)

Proof. Take A'1 (cf. [2], p. 15, 4. 4) as β. ^-1C^λ and so
Then it is clear that A'1 satisfies B6λ. q.e.d.

. ̂  . (35) (®Iβχ (5) . (x) (y) (

Proof. Take ®oϊ>2(A) (cf. [2], p. 15, 4.41) as B. ®ot>2 (A) Cz\ and
so ei8λ(S:ob2(^)). Then &oΌ2(A) satisfies B7λ, q.e.d.

8A.
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Proof. Take &o*3(A) (cf. [2], p. 15, 4.411) as B. ®ot>3(A)C>λ and
so e;i8χ(6ofc)3CA)). Then £ob3(A) satisfies B8λ, q.e.d.

Group Cλ.

*) . * eλ* O . (By) (3Λλ

Proof. This is equivelent to

(3*) [2Jϊλ(0) . - (gm(Λ) . (*)(3Kχ(*) * 6 * O . (3jχ) (5ϋlλ( j) . j, 6 * . x

Take ω as a.f'ω = ω and so 2Jlλ(ω). Then ω satisfies Cl λ, q.e.d.

2χ. (*) [3Kχ(*) . ̂  . (3jO (3JIλ(;y) . («

Proof. Consider @(Λ;) as y. Then aJίλ(Λ:) . ̂ > . 3Kλ(@(#)). For w such
that

When #6jy, .y6Λ:Gz; λ .^>. jvG^ λ . Therefore

€y.y£x)

£λx), q.e.d.

3λ. (x) [3Λχ(*) . ̂  .

We easily obtain C 3λ from Lemma 3. 1 and 3. 2 in § 3.

Axiom Dλ . (A) [<EΪ8λ( A) . - @mλ( A) O . (3«) (2»λ(«) . « €λ

Proof. Since KI§λ(A) and — ®m(Λ), A^vλ and (3.y) ( j G A^vλ). Hence
we consider that with the smallest order of such y. Let it be u. Then
2ftλ(«) as w € A C ^ λ . Now if xe u A, then od'x^od'u. This contradicts
the definition of u, q.e.d.

Axiom Eλ . (3 A) [KIβ

Proof. We define the relation As by the formula : < yxy £ ̂ 4s . = :
3; 6 x . (z) [od* z <^od'y . C ~ * £ x] ' 9td(As) . As<υ2

λ. Then As satisfies
axiom Eλ, q.e.d.

§ 5. In this section we prove that the model Λ does not satisfy the
axiom C 4λ (Zermelo's * Aussonderungsaxiom '). This is implied by C 4£
(FraenkeΓs axiom of substitution). Therefore, of course, the model A
does not satisfy the axiom C4λ.
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1. Some Lemmas.

1.1. Lemma. @(ω) = ω.

1.2. Lemma. // ωC/X then

Proof. If ωC/X then ©(/'«) = @(/'α-ω) + ©(ω) = &(f'a-ω)
ω by Lemma 1.1, q.e.d.

1.3. Lemma, (u) [2Jίλ(w) ^> : ((3ί) (ί<^ω.ί^± w) v
means that sets a and b are equivalent (cf. [2], />. 30, 8. 13).

Proof. Let u=fa. We prove by transfinite induction on a. If
tf = 0, then it is clear. If kjoί = 0 and #<X then it is clear. In case

that kja = 0 and tf^ω, then /'cκ = <Oω. In case that *0

<Λ = 1> /'α^
{f'kι'a> fk^oί} and so /'α~2. However

In case that k^a^2, fa = @(fkl

<a) and k^a<^a. Now (ΛΓ) (xefk^a.

^>.ajlλ(*)).
First if ωC/^/^, then <•></' a. Second let — ωCI/Ά?1'<X Then
i^ω.i^/'jfe/Λ).

If (^(ΛΓG/'^Λ^).— ωCJt:), then (Λ:) (3j) (xZfkfoL.^) .j~ x) and

so
If (a^^G/^/α.ωCΛΓ), then <*><:&(/' kϊ'a)=f" a, q.e.d.

1.4. Lemma. Tfe ω— {0} rfo^ί woί belong to the model Λ.

Proof. From Lemma 1.4, if 3Jίλ(ω-{0}), then

(3ί) (ί < ω . i ~ ω- {0}) V ω C ω- {#} .

However (/) (ί < ω . ]̂ > ~ (/ — ω — {0} )) and ^ (ω C ω — {0} ). Therefore

q.e.d.

2. Theorem. Tfe axiom C4(

Proof. We have the formula

W[5IKχ(Λr)O (^^ω-{0} . = .*6ω.~# - 0)].

Therefore, if the axiom C4( holds, then 2Jίλ(ω— {o}) and this contradicts

Lemma 1. 4, q.e.d.

(Received August 31, 1960)
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